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LOGGING OPERATIONS
Harvesting Begins For KVL
A recent opportunity to complete
operations on CP-016 in the
North Beaver has KVL
harvesting again. The block is
mostly comprised of Cedar,
which will go to local saw miller
PMG Sawmills. The remainder
of the harvest is Spruce. TBFP
has a market for it in China.
Two blocks in the Sand Lake and
Little Cedar areas are being
harvested by Longshot Holdings
Ltd. KVL has sold this wood on
the stump at fair market value.
This arrangement decreases the
risk to KVL in the Hemlock and
Balsam while maximizing
returns.
Cedar salvage at the Sand Lake
and North Beaver blocks will be
sold to Laxgalts’ap Forest
Company in Greenville. They
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will process the salvage in
Greenville at their shake and
shingle mill.
A new acquisition may prove to
be of great benefit to KVL.
Pacific Bio-energy Coporation in
Prince George has recently
purchased The Kitwanga Lumber
Company. PBC has said that they
plan on developing a wood pellet
and biomass energy facility. Mill
management inquired about
purchasing fiber supply from
KVL beginning in the spring of
2010. Kalum Ventures has
conducted a lot of business with
The Kitwanga Lumber Company
and looks forward to the
opportunity of working with the
new owners.

North Beaver and Little Cedar Blocks
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The Community of Kitsumkalum Benefits
The Mountain Pine Beetle Fuel Management Project
Kitsumkalum has put together a Fuel
Management Plan to protect the core areas
of IR #1 and IR#3. Treatment areas are
identified by hazard rating, slope, fuel, and
structures. The treatment consists of
ground fuel removal, ladder fuel removal,
and thinning stands where required. The
purpose of the plan is to reduce the risk of
a wild fire by removing the fuels that
supply it.
The treatment areas in Kitsumkalum are
surrounded by conifer forest, which
produces tinder dry fuel in the hot season.
Needles from dying branches provides
ample fuel for a forest fire. There are
various pockets of root rot in the second
growth timber around the village that may
also supply a good forest fire. By treating
these areas now, we are providing a
defensible position around the community
should a wild fire break out.
Ground and ladder fuel removal is all
about reducing fuels. Ground fuels are dry
blown down trees, and ladder fuels are the
dead branches leading to the crown. Chain
saws buck up the debris into removable
sizes, and pole saws raise the forest
canopy to prescribed heights of 12 feet.
Some areas require thinning to open up the
forest floor. Most debris is removed and
disposed of out side of the timber. Trails
have been constructed to assist the crew in
removing debris with and ATV and trailer.
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A community in the Okanagan
implemented a similar program in their
community. During the wild fire season a
shed caught fire and spread through the
forest. The only structure lost in that
particular fire was the shed that started it
all. Their fuel treatment plan was of great
benefit to them in saving their community.
A treated area allows for wild life to be
seen from a distance, lowering the risk of
close encounters.
The Fuel Management Project is not only
protecting the community of Kitsumkalum
from forest fires and wild life, it is also
creating a park-like environment for
everyone to enjoy.
Any questions about the treatment program
c a n b e d i r e c t e d t o Tr o y S a m a t
troy.kvl@telus.net.

Fuel Management Crew
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Kalum Ventures’ Economic Development
KVL’s New Forest Tenure:
A final draft copy of the new Forest and Range
Agreement has been received. KVL met with the
Kitsumkalum council on October 1st 2009 to discuss the
new FRA license. The license is for 43,000m3 of wood
per year for 20 years and does not include the undercut
volume available.
Recreation Site Maintenance:
Once again KVL has received the recreation site
maintenance contract for this year. The crew started on
May 25th. The areas of maintenance include: Redsand
Lake, Hart Farm, Pine Lake, Lookout Hill, Exstew River,
and Lakelse River.
KVL also bid on other jobs for the Ministry of Forests
and Range and were successful in attaining them. In
addition to the maintenance of the above rec. sites, the
crew also posts signs, repairs and removes culverts, and
replaces bridge decking where required on forest service
roads. This work will be completed in early November.
Bio Fuel:
KVL met with Greenvision Management Services Inc. in
April and will continue to meet to discuss how KVL
might take on the role of fiber supply purchasing. They
also mentioned that they are looking into constructing a
wood pellet plant.
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ENGINEERING and SILVICULTURE
Standing Timber Inventory
Reforestation Plan
On the engineering front KVL has continued with a small
reconnaissance and permitting program to provide approved
blocks for the standing timber inventory. This inventory is
necessary to capture markets and opportunities as they present
themselves.
As for silviculture KVL continues with their obligations to
ensure that blocks are reforested following harvesting. This
years’ scheduled regeneration surveys of previously harvested
areas are completed. KVL is planning a spring plant of up to
75,000 seedlings. Results of surveys to-date on approximately
210 hectares harvested indicates that natural regeneration is
occurring on at least 80% of the logged ground, minimizing
the need to plant.
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Contact Us
Lyle Bolton - General Manager & Forest Operations Manager

lyle.kvl@telus.net

Joe Bevan - Controller

joe.kvl@telus.net

Troy Sam - GIS Forest Technician

troy.kvl@telus.net

Phone: 250-635-8060
Toll Free: 1-888-635-8060
Fax: 250-635-8062
PO Box 922
Terrace BC V8G 4R2
Our office is located at 3588 Gyiik Road. Feel free to drop by!

The KVL newsletter is a free
publication. If you would like to be
added or removed from the
newsletter mailing list please contact
Troy Sam.

SAFE CERTIFIED SINCE DECEMBER 2008
Visit the Kalum Ventures website under newsletters December 2008 at
http://www.kitsumkalum.bc.ca/kalumventures.html for more information on this topic!
Information on this important subject can also be found at the BC Forest Safety Council website:
http://www.bcforestsafe.org/

